Optical proximity correction (OPC) is one of the most widely used Resolution Enhancement Techniques (RET) in nanometer designs to improve subwavelength printability. Conventional model-based OPC assumes nominal process conditions without considering process variations because of the lack of variational lithography models. A simple method to improve OPC results under process variations is to sample multiple process conditions across the process window, which requires long runtime. We derive a variational lithography model (VLIM) which can simulate across the process window without much runtime overhead compared to the conventional lithography models. To match the model to experimental data, we demonstrate VLIM calibration method. The calibrated model has accuracy comparable to non-variational models, but it has the advantage of taking process variations into consideration. We introduce the variational edge placement error (V-EPE) metrics based on the model, a natural extension to the edge placement error (EPE) used in conventional OPC algorithms. A true process-variation aware OPC (PV-OPC) framework is proposed using the V-EPE metric. Due to the analytical nature of VLIM, our PV-OPC is only about 2-3× slower than the conventional OPC, but it explicitly considers the two main sources of process variations (exposure dose and focus variations) during OPC. Thus our post PV-OPC results are much more robust than the conventional OPC ones, in terms of both geometric printability and electrical characterization under process variations.
I. INTRODUCTION
As the semiconductor process technology scales into nanometer dimension, the printability and process window of the finer lithographic patterns are significantly reduced due to the fundamental limit of the microlithography systems and process variations. As for now, leading IC fabs still use the 193nm lithography systems to print sub-wavelength feature size (e.g., 65nm or even 45nm), with the aid of various and sometimes exotic tricks so called resolution enhancement techniques (RET), such as optical proximity correction (OPC), phase shift mask (PSM), off-axis illumination (OAI) and sub-resolution assist feature (SRAF) insertion. These techniques modify illuminations, mask patterns, or transmissions. Since the 157nm lithography and other next generation lithography (NGL) systems are not likely to be in the mainstream in the near future [2] [3] [4] [5] , it is expected that more and more extensive RETs will be used to push the lithography systems to their limits.
The fundamental limits of optical lithography system, summarized in [3, [6] [7] [8] , refer to the achievable lithography system bounds, e.g., resolution in terms of pitch and critical dimension -as shown in Figure 1 , depth of focus. Figure 2 shows a sketch of a typical optical lithography system. The mask is illuminated by the light source through the illumination lens. An image of the mask is formed in the photoresist through the projection lens. λ is the wavelength of the light source. n is the index of refraction of the medium between the lens and the photoresist. For 193nm water immersion lithography, n = 1.44; for air, n ≈ 1. θ is the half-angle of the maximum cone of light that exits the lens.
The optimal illumination scheme for the line/space pattern is a dipole, a type of OAI. The minimum printable pitch using this illumination is given by
where n sin θ is defined as the numerical aperture (NA). In general, for any pattern (including The photoresist is exposed though the projection system. The latent image is formed in the photoresist.
line/space), the minimum pitch, in a broader sense, has the following form
where k 1 is an OAI and pattern dependent factor, and its physical minimum is 1/2.
Depth-of-Focus (DOF), indicating the pattern robustness with respect to focus variation, is defined as the range of focus that keeps the resulting printed feature within a variety of specifications (such as line width, sidewall angle, photoresist loss, and exposure latitude). It is estimated as DOF = nλ 2(1 − cos θ) .
To print smaller pitch at a given wavelength λ, we can increase θ and n. However, unless higher n material is available to replace water, DOF will continue to decrease as θ goes to its physical limit 90
• . Therefore, more CD variations are expected due to focus variations. Meanwhile, the exposure dose variation impact will also become more severe, since the defocused image qualities are degraded more at the same defocus value.
OPC is one of the most widely used RETs by simply modifying the mask patterns to improve the printability and image robustness. OPC algorithms can be classified as sparse OPC and dense OPC [9] [10] [11] . These two categories are mainly different in computing the photoresist profile either on sparsely sampled sites or on dense grids and in treating mask geometries as polygons or pixelbased images. Sparse OPC is the current dominant OPC methodology, while the dense OPC is gaining more interest. Cobb did pioneering work on sparse OPC [12] [13] [14] . Granik et al formulated OPC problem into a more rigorous framework based on Mask Error Enhancement Factor (MEEF) theory [15, 16] . Conventional model-based OPC assumes nominal process parameters [12] [13] [14] .
As process variations become more important, OPC software should not disregard them any more.
Some primitive attempts have been made in this direction. For example, it is pointed out that the expected contour should be on target [17] . However, no implementation details are provided in this paper. Defocus aerial images, instead of in-focus aerial images, can be used to improve process window robustness [18, 19] . But they rely on extensive lithography simulations to choose the appropriate defocus value, which is very expensive. It is shown in [20] how to modify the OPC algorithm to consider the expected defocus from CMP-induced wafer topography. But again, it is based on a certain defocus condition, without considering focus variations and dose variations.
Image-log slope, as an indicator of process sensitivity to dose variations, has been used in [18, 21] . But this approach is incapable of handling focus variations. None of these attempts are aware of the entire process window during OPC. The reason is due to prohibitive runtimes of lithography simulations across the entire process window. Actually, even without considering process variations, it has been reported that model-based OPC software could run for days on multiple computers for a single design [22] .
Ignoring OPC impacts or process variations could lead to erroneous timing, power and yield characterization analysis. For example, post-OPC silicon image based timing analysis is substantially different from that based on the drawn layout, e.g., with 36% increase in worst-case slack and significant critical path reordering [23] . Their analysis is based on OPC with the nominal process. It is expected that the difference in consideration of process variations would be even more [24] . Statistical simulation techniques are demonstrated to map the lithography variability to CD or chip timing [25, 26] . The awareness of across chip line width variations can account for as much as 40% tightening of the best-case to worst-case timing spread [27] . Post-OPC gate non-rectangularity should not be ignored to estimate timing and leakage more accurately [28] .
Therefore, it is important to make the OPC aware of the process variations.
In this paper, we propose a true process-variation aware OPC (PV-OPC) framework. Our implementation is based on a sparse OPC algorithm, but the general principle can be applied to dense OPC as well. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to explicitly address the true process-variation awareness during OPC. Our PV-OPC is enabled by the variational lithography modeling and guided by the variational edge placement error (V-EPE) metrics. The main contributions of this paper are as follows.
• We derive a new analytical variational lithography model, which is generic to handle any focus variation and illumination scheme.
• We provide a variational model calibration method.
• We introduce the concept and obtain the close-form formulae for the variational EPE metrics, and use them to guide our PV-OPC algorithm with explicit consideration of the two main sources of process variations (exposure dose and focus variations).
• The robustness of the PV-OPC algorithm is demonstrated in terms of both the geometrical and the electrical characterizations compared to the conventional OPC.
• The runtime of the PV-OPC algorithm is only about 2-3× that of the conventional OPC due to the analytical nature of our models, so it is feasible to be used in practice.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we review the lithography fundamentals such as sources of variations and lithography modeling. In Section III, we derive the analytical variational lithography model and present the variational model calibration method, followed by the fast table lookup simulation method. In Section IV we derive the closed-form formulae for the variational EPE metrics. Section V presents the overall algorithm and implementation details of the PV-OPC algorithm. Section VI shows the experimental results, followed by the conclusions in section VII.
II. LITHOGRAPHY BACKGROUND
In this section, we first classify the variations in lithography systems. Then, we review the conventional non-variational lithography modeling, from which our new variation lithography model (VLIM) is derived (Section III).
A. Variations in Lithography System
The term "variation" can refer to the raw process variations, or the derived geometrical and electrical variations, i.e.,
• the distributions of the raw process parameters;
• how severe the print images or circuit parameters (e.g., power and frequency) change due to certain amounts of the process parameter changes.
The goal for PV-OPC is that based on the raw process variations (e.g., dosage and focus), the post PV-OPC image would have good property in terms of derived geometrical or electrical characteristics (e.g., less variations).
There are many manufacturing parameters, e.g., focus error, exposure dose, wavelength (λ), polarization. Great efforts have been made to control lithography system uniformity (over space) and stability (over time). Three kinds of lithography variation sources, dose, focus and mask variations are believed to be among most important [29] . Chen et al. rigorously related the Mask Error Enhancement Factor (MEEF) to the image log slope [30] . Because image log slope and MEEF indicate CD sensitivities to exposure dose variation and mask size variation respectively, mask size variation can be equivalently treated as exposure dose variation. Thus we only consider one of these two variations -exposure dose variation. Actually our experiments show that CD is approximately linearly related to exposure dose variation and quadratically related to focus variation. Assuming higher order terms can be ignored, other first and second order parameters can be made equivalent to either exposure dose and focus error. Therefore, we will focus on the exposure dose and focus variations in this paper.
B. Lithography Modeling Review
Various lithography models have been developed for lithography system simulation. Based on the details of the physics descriptions, these models in general can be classified into two categories -physics based models and phenomenological models [31] [32] [33] [34] .
Usually, the physics based models are slower but more accurate than the phenomenological ones. Because of the modeling of fundamental physics and chemistry in lithography systems, physics based models (eg. PROLITH TM and Solid-E TM ) can tell the consequences of the process parameter alternations, which help the process engineers to fine tune the lithography processes.
However, it is difficult to calibrate these models because of their complexities and the difficulties in measuring the model parameters. Phenomenological models, on the other hand, seek for simulation speed and reasonable accuracy. They do not model all the physics and chemistry in the lithography and only work in a very limited domain of the process parameter space. But, it is relatively easy to fit them to the experiments because of their simplicities.
OPC requires fast lithography simulation with reasonable accuracy, where the phenomenological models are the best candidates. We review the phenomenological lithography modeling, which can be divided into three steps:
• Photomask patterns are transformed to chemical latent image in the photoresist bulk through the optical system by exposing the photomask.
• The chemical latent image is diffused in the post exposure bake (PEB) step. Chemical reactions are taken place in the photoresist.
• The photoresist development results in a 3-dimensional photoresist profiles. However, only 2-dimensional photoresist contour is of interest to the phenomenological models.
The details are discussed in the following.
Aerial Image to Latent Image
An aerial image, by definition, is a projected image which is "floating in air". In lithography, it usually refers to the image on top of the photoresist or in some plane in the photoresist bulk. It is described by Hopkins Equation [35] , written as
is called the transmission cross coefficient (TCC), given by
where
) is the illumination function and the projection system transfer function, respectively. The superscript * means the complex conjugation.
K(f, g) can be written as
where z denotes the focal error, which is dimensionless and normalized by the factor λ NA 2 , and
is the phase factor. K 0 (f, g) is a factor related to the pupil. For a circle pupil,
For the conventional illumination with partially coherent factor s, J
Other illuminations can be described similarly.
Pre-PEB latent image is formed based on the aerial image. Some works have been done on the thin film effect [36, 37] . However, to the first order of accuracy, we assume the pre-PEB latent image is the same as the aerial image. High-NA [38] effects and lens aberrations [39] can also be included in the future.
Resist Blur
The diffusion process is modeled by convolving the pre-PEB latent image with a function, called the blur function. A number of blur functions have been proposed [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] . We use a Gaussian blur function
where d is the diffusion length. The Fourier transform of this function is
Because the diffusion operator is a multiplication operator in the Fourier domain, the Fourier transform of the diffused latent image can be written as
Define the diffused TCC
The post-PEB latent image equation (12), written as
is similar to that of (4).
Threshold Bias Model
Photoresist development model is to predict the print contour based on the latent image. We use the threshold bias photoresist model due to its simple analytical formulation. It has also been demonstrated in [44] that it predicts CD fairly accurately. This model assumes the printed contour can be computed by applying a constant bias (B) to the contour where the intensity is equal to an intensity threshold I th ( Figure 3 ). B and I th are parameters subject to calibration (see Section III B). 
III. VARIATIONAL LITHOGRAPHY MODEL (VLIM)
In the previous section, we reviewed the conventional phenomenological lithography models, which require per focus error (z) simulation. To simulate through the range of focus variations, one naive solution is to simulate at many different z values. But there are the simulation speed problem and the model consistency issue.
• The simulation time is proportional to the number of discrete z values, which is unaffordable for full chip simulation when the number is big.
• Conventional model calibration methods only work for a single process condition. Models of different z values need separate calibrations. Since measurement errors are unavoidable, two models calibrated at slightly different process conditions might have dramatic difference on the simulation results.
We address the first problem by introducing a new variational lithography model (VLIM) in Section III A. The concepts of calibrating the models across the process window has been proposed [46, 47] . But no details on the calibration methods were revealed. To solve the second problem,
Section III B provides a variational lithography model calibration method in details. Section III C discusses the fast image simulation for rectilinear polygons using the vertex-based table lookup method.
A. VLIM Derivation
We have mentioned exposure dose variation and focus variation are the two most important variations in lithography system. The exposure dose variation can be transformed to equivalent intensity threshold I th variation, which is easy to be handled. However, the conventional model can not handle focus variation efficiently. We introduce VLIM to solve this problem. In particular, we derive an analytical formula for the defocus latent image for any illumination schemes, by adapting and extending the method used in [48] (which only handles the fully coherent illumination).
Expand e x as ∞ n=0 x n n! , plug it in (13) and use Binomial Expansion, we have (15)
That is,
Plug (16) into (14), we end up with the following form
Fourier transform both sides of (17), we reach the expansion form of the latent image intensity
For binary mask or PSM with phase 0 • and 180
• (the mask transmission function F (x, y) is always real), it can be proved that all the odd terms in (19) are equal to zeros based on the derivations similar to those in [49] . Then we have
We call the above equation the defocus latent image expansion. I Gn (x, y)'s are called the variational latent images. It is easy to see I 0 is the in-focus (z = 0) latent image. The above equation tells us that the defocus latent image can be expressed as the in-focus image plus some correction terms. When z is small and z n (n 4) is much smaller than z 2 , the higher order terms can be ignored. We get the analytical formula,
We simulated images with the conventional partially coherent illumination (s = 0.7), the wave length λ = 193nm and the numerical aperture NA = 0.8 for a Five Bar pattern. A more rigorous way of deciding the range of z where the approximation (21) holds is to compare the magnitude z 2 term and the summation of all higher order terms. Figure 5 shows (21) is appropriate within ±200 nm.
Typical lithography simulation shows that this property holds well in a few hundred nm (bigger than the typical defocus range in IC manufacturing). 
B. VLIM Calibration
Lithography systems are very complex. For example, PROLITH TM has pages of physics-based input parameters in its manual [50] . Some parameters in variable threshold resist (VTR) model family are merely fitting parameters and have no physical meaning [51, 52] . In practice, we only care about the consistencies between the model prediction and the experimental data, especially for OPC softwares. Therefore, instead of measuring each individual parameters, the model parameters are usually fitted to match the experiment. In this section, we show a VLIM calibration method.
We denote the experimentally measured exposure dose and focus error as E and Z. We fit VLIM to the experimental data using nonlinear regression method. Hence, we can determine the four input parameters of VLIM, the intensity threshold I th , the focus error z, the diffusion length d and the constant bias B.
Assuming the photoresist has a threshold behavior, the intensity threshold I th is inversely proportional to exposure dose E [53] . Taking into account the offset in the exposure dose measurement,
describes the relationship between E and I th [43, 44, 54] . Because the refraction index of the photoresist film is not 1, the focus error should be scaled by a factor β Z . α Z represents the focus measurement offset. So we have Those relations are used in the model fitting method.
Since the CD responds differently to process variations for different mask pattern P , many patterns should be measured in the experiment. In order to predict the CD across process window, we need to take measurements at various process conditions as well. Suppose the CD P ,i is the CD measure value at exposure dose E i and focus error Z i for mask pattern P . We can estimate the parameters d, B, α E , β E , α Z and β Z by minimizing
where CD P VLIM (I th , z, d) is CD function based on VLIM for the mask pattern P . To solve the minimization problem in (24), we require that CD P VLIM 's be analytical functions. Appendix shows how to generate the analytical functions based on VLIM simulation results.
We estimate the fitting error by computing the standard deviation
where N is the number of data points and M is the number of fitting parameters (6 in this case).
An example of VLIM calibration is shown Section VI.
C. Kernel Decomposition and Vertex Based Table-Lookup
In this section, we show how to compute I G0 and I G2 by the table lookup method. (16) and ignoring the residue terms, we have
where σ nk 's are real numbers. After some simple manipulations, we have
where * * is the convolution operator and Q nk (x, y) (called the kernel) is the decomposition of T n in the spatial domain. Then each variational latent image can be computed by convoluting the mask transmission function with a few kernel functions. The table generation method is similar to [55] . Algorithm 1 shows how to generate the lookup tables.
Algorithm 1 Kernel decomposition and table generation
Input: Lithography Optics System Functions -the illumination function J − O (f, g), the projection system transfer function K(f, g) and the diffusion kernel G(f, g)
Output:
Generate the VLIM lookup tables 1: Compute T n (n = 0, 2) based on (15) and (16) 2: Decompose T n into Q nk terms in (26) 3: Fourier transform Q nk into Q nk (27) 4: Compute all the upper-right rectangle convolutions from Q nk and write them into table format
We propose a vertex based convolution method instead of the rectangle based method used in [55] , because it requires less number of table lookup times as shown in the example below.
Algorithm 2 shows how to compute the variational latent images from the lookup tables. The region where Q nk (x, y) is non-zero is called the support region whose size is about a few times of
Algorithm 2 Vertex based table lookup
Input: The tables generated in Algorithm 1, the decomposed mask in the form of polygons Convolutions with zero-contribution will not be stored.
IV. VARIATIONAL EPE (V-EPE) METRICS
For any given point on the target contour, we define its Edge Placement Error (EPE) as the displacement between that point and its nearest printed contour point ( Figure 9 ). Note that the EPE defined here is a vector, which is slightly different from the conventional scalar EPE definition in [14] and our previous work [1] . We denoted the EPE for any point A on the target as E A . The printed contour is uniquely determined if EPEs of all the target contour points are given.
Conventionally, people do not consider how EPE varies resulting from process variations. In this section, we derive the analytical variational EPE metrics (V-EPE) based on VLIM to describe this variation. Our process variation aware OPC will be based on the V-EPE metrics, while the conventional OPC is based on the nominal EPE.
A. Variational EPE Model
We set the bias B = 0 to simplify the V-EPE Model derivation, because it is easy to adjust E A if B = 0. We drop the subscript A in E A and the subscript G in I G to simplify the notation in the following derivations. Since there is a one-to-one mapping between the intensity threshold and the exposure dose [43] (see (22) for an example), we substitute the intensity threshold I th for the exposure dose.
At a certain intensity threshold, the printed contour is the least sensitive to the focus variations.
This intensity threshold is called the iso-focal threshold denoted as I th iso . The formal definition is
which means
Since I = I 0 + z 2 I 2 (see (21)), we have
If we choose I thiso as the intensity threshold I th , we have
We call the above quantity the iso-focal EPE and denote it as E iso . Negate both sides of (31) and add E(I th , z) to both sides, we have E(I th , z) − E(I th iso , 0) = E(I th , z) − E(I th iso , z)
Approximating E(I th , z) − E(I th iso , z) as a separable function [43] , we have
where b(·) satisfies b(0) = 0.
For small I th variations (usually within 10% for modern lithography system), b(I th − I th iso ) can be linearized. So we have
Due to the z ↔ −z symmetry of VLIM, a(z) can be expanded for small z's as
We call the EPE as E t if the printed contour coincides the target contour. Plugging E t in (34) and using (21) and (35), we have
Expanding (36) with respect to z, we have
We ignore the highest order term of z (the z 4 term). Since the equality in (37) is independent of z,
by setting the coefficients of z 0 and z 2 to zeros, we get the solutions for a 0 and a 1
The vector a 1 is propotional to the vector a 1 as shown in the second equation of (38) . We express the ratio between them as a 1 = − I 2 (Et) I 0 (Et)−I th iso . Then, variational EPE model under any intensity threshold and focus variation (34) can be written as
B. Variational-EPE Metrics
From the variational EPE model (39), we can compute the V-EPE metrics of the interest to guide OPC. As an example, let us assume z and I th are independent and normally distributed:
we can compute all the EPE moments easily. Assuming µ z = 0, from (39) and (41), we have the average EPE (the first moment) under the intensity threshold and focus variations
where E nom is the nominal EPE. It is clear that considering focus variation the average EPE E will be always different from the nominal EPE E nom . Note that the definition of V-EPE is not limited to the average EPE. Other desirable quantities, such as the variance, can also be included.
For the real manufacturing process, as long as the joint distribution of measured exposure dose (E) and focus error (Z) is available, the joint distribution of I th and z can be computed using (22) and (23) . Hence, the average EPE E can be computed without any difficulty.
V. PROCESS VARIATION-AWARE OPC ALGORITHM (PV-OPC)
Conventional OPC softwares try to reduce the nominal EPE. However, this would result in more average post-OPC EPE under process variations. Instead, our process variation aware OPC (PV-OPC) algorithm is based on the V-EPE metric defined in the previous section to make the average on target. The metric is generic enough to apply to any sparse OPC algorithm. We show our implementation details in this section.
A. OPC Shape Engine
OPC shape engine refers to the representation, storage and lithography simulator interpretation of mask shapes. Although there are many OPC papers, most of them focused on OPC recipes for commercial OPC softwares, such as Calibre TM or Proteus TM . Only a few early papers [12] [13] [14] discussed the OPC shape engine data structure. In these papers, the original drawn shapes are represented as polygons, called fixed mask objects. Many so called variable mask objects are attached to the edges of each polygon ( Figure 10 ). It can be seen that, to the first order, the simulation time is proportional to the number of vertices (Section III C). However, the vertices (e.g., v 0 ) in this method essentially present multiple times in both the fixed mask object and its variable mask objects, which results in inefficiency during computation. To get rid of the redundancies in the representation, we employ a similar idea to Chain Code [56] [57] [58] . Our proposed method parametrizes the polygon such that it can efficiently represent changes in the edge locations. We only discuss rectilinear polygons ( Figure 11 and Figure 12 ).
The method can be easily extended to polygons with 45
• degree edges.
The rectilinear polygon in Figure 11 is composed of a series of directed edges. The head of each edge e i is connected to the tail of the next one (e mod (i+1,N ) ), where N is the number of edges and mod denotes the modulo operation. Each edge can be specified by its length l and two Boolean variables h and p, where h indicates whether it is horizontal or vertical and p indicates whether it points to the positive direction (x or y) or the negative direction (−x or −y). The per polygon Boolean variable c indicates whether the interior of the region is to the left or to the right of the edges of the polygon. O denotes the starting point of the first edge (e 0 ). 
B. Segment Movement Scheme
Each segment can be moved based on the print contour information locally [14] or on the non local print contour information, e.g. the MEEF matrix based scheme [15] .
We use the first approach. But our PV-OPC algorithm can be extended to use the second approach. We use the standard OPC segmentation and tagging strategy [14] . Each segment is moved based on the V-EPE metric E at its control point. However, we update all the segment displacements at the same time, instead of updating them one at a time [14] . The details of the PV-OPC algorithm are shown in Algorithm 3. It is an iterative algorithm, where the constant C controls the edge movement step. updated ← false 4: for each control point do 5: compute the maximum aerial gradient direction 6: store E along that direction 7: for each edge do 8: if |C E · n| manufacturing grid then 9: move the edge by −C E · n (rounding to a multiple of manufacturing grids) 10: updated ← true 11: until updated = false
Algorithm 3 PV-OPC algorithm
The main difference compared to the conventional OPC algorithm is the objective function E which incorporates the process-variation information. We could also use other variation-EPE metrics. Due to the analytical nature of our model and efficient table lookup, the complexity is the same as the conventional OPC, with just a slightly bigger constant (as we shall show in the experimental results).
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. VLIM Calibration
We implemented VLIM in C++. We used PROLITH TM as our virtual fab and calibrated VLIM to the PROLITH TM simulation results. Note that the calibration method is generic enough to handle real fab data.
To calibrate the VLIM, we need to do PROLITH TM simulation on different patterns. In industrial lithography model test cases, there are many patterns, including lines, spaces and contacts, etc. For demonstration purpose, we only used four periodic line/space patterns, which have the same line width (65 nm), but different pitches (180, 300, 500 and 1000 nm).
For each pattern, we used VLIM to simulate at evenly sampled diffusion lengths d's (0, 2, 4,. . . ,
nm).
At each sampled d value, we also evenly sampled intensity threshold I th and focus error z, such that Table II . The parameter σ denotes the fitting error. It is only 0.71 nm for all test patterns, thus our VLIM is fairly accurate under process variations. It should be noted that as more test patterns are present, the fitting error may grow, which is expected for any phenomenological model. The calibration with real experimental data will also probably result in bigger fitting error.
However, to the first order, our VLIM is good enough to guide OPC or other mask/layout synthesis.
B. OPC results comparison
We implemented both the conventional OPC and the PV-OPC algorithms in C++. Our test layouts are the poly layers of a inverter and a NAND gate following 65 nm minimum and recommended design rules, named as minINV, recINV, minNAND, recNAND. We use the nominal condition I th = 0.15 and z = 0 nm for the conventional OPC and the distribution parameters µ I th = 0.15, σ I th = 0.007, µ z = 0 nm and σ z = 80 nm for the PV-OPC. The bias B is set to zero We show the results from both OPC algorithms for the poly layer layout of the inverter following the minimum design rules in Figure 13 and Figure 14 . The NMOS region is indicated by the rectangles in Figure 13 (a) and Figure 14 (a). We also show the results from both OPC algorithms for the poly layer layout of the NAND gate following the recommended design rules in Figure 15 and Figure 16 . One of the PMOS regions is indicated by the rectangles in Figure 15 ( Table IV) are shown in these figures. In these figures, the printed gate lengths tend to shrink due to focus variations 1 . By comparing impressive considering that it explicitly incorporates the entire process window information. PV-OPC algorithm is tried on some 65nm layouts. It obtains much more robust results than the conventional OPC in terms of both the geometric and electrical metrics. The runtime increases only 2-3×, which is very decent for a true process variation aware OPC.
focus for different exposure energies and these plots are often referred to as smiley plots, spider plots, or Bossung curves [50] .
Before we show how to reduce the model data into curves which have analytical formulas, we discuss the requirement on the production lithography systems -maturity. This means process condition variations should be small enough such that photoresist profile changes as a result should also be small. There should not be anything like photoresist collapse, etc. Otherwise, if the process is too sensitive to process condition variations or the process condition variations are too large, we should better improve the process first rather than using any tricks to survive in that process.
Having this assumption, the line width (or CD) can be expressed as polynomials of exposure dose and focus error. Based on this idea, various polynomial fitting functions have been proposed [43, 59, 60] . In VLIM, we have diffusion length parameter d. We assume CD can also be expressed 
